
Huge Savings in Stock Clearance Sale

Switch easily between 4 ranges with the
press of a button

To Celebrate Easter, Travelsafer are clearing their stocks
of digital tire pressure gauges at ridiculous prices.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, USA, April 15, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Happy Easter from Travelsafer. To
make way for a new shipment we are offering crazy
discounts on our existing stock of 100 PSI digital tire
pressure gauges.

This is what one happy customer recently had to say
about the Travelsafer digital tire gauge.

“This is an extremely easy to use digital tire pressure
gauge by Travel Safer. My hubby is the one who has
always taken care of everything that has anything to do
with our vehicles and most of the time that includes
putting gas in the car too. With that said, this is a first for
both of us as far as having me do anything remotely
related to car maintenance.

It was so easy for me to use this digital tire pressure
gauge that I am sure anyone can successfully use it as
well. I did not need my hubby's help but I did read over
the instructions. There really was not much to the
instructions so I was able to quickly read it and off I went
to test out the pressure of my tires.”

James from Travelsafer added, “This digital tire pressure gauge is a must have tool to carry in the
glove box of your car, truck or SUV, and small enough to carry in a back pack on your bicycle or motor

This is an extremely easy to
use digital tire pressure
gauge”

Happy Customer

bike. No more struggling with awkward gas station gauges to
get accurate tire pressure anywhere, anytime day or night.”

With easy push button start and automatic turn off to save
battery life, this tire gauge is so easy to use even for grandma.
Change between 4 available ranges, PSI, Bar, Kpa and
kg/cm2 with a further push of the button.

To take advantage of these crazy sale prices visit www.amazon.com/dp/B00SO4OVIQ
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Illuminated nozzle glows in the dark
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